Day of the Wax
By Shayla Kassonova and Ryan Irwin

On November 13th our 8th graders went to Madame Tussauds Wax Museum in N.Y.C.
The Madame Tussauds was founded by the wax sculptor, Marie Tussaud, and is now
operated by the United Kingdom-based Wax Museum entertainment company, Merlin
Entertainments. The Madame Tussaud’s New York location opened about 20 years ago
with five floors of attraction space and over 100 figures. Now with over 85,000 feet of
interactive entertainment, it has quickly become a popular destination in New York City.
It’s a tourist attraction located on 42nd Street in the heart of Times Square in New York
City. There are no ropes or barriers holding their guests back from experiencing the
wonders that each floor holds. These floors consist of celebs, stars, and heroes detailed so
well, they could be mistaken for people. Here are some of the opinions of the 8th graders
that went on the trip.
Ryan- “I enjoyed the wax museum for the fact it has five floors of realistic
wax figures. My favorite part was meeting Queen Elizabeth. I didn’t like the
fact I got soaked from the 4D theater.”
Ella- “I liked it.The performers and the sports section was my favorite
part.The gift shop didn't have enough and wasn't good”
Sam- “I enjoyed the museum. The marvel exhibit was one of my favorites
because I love marvel…the only thing I did not like was that there wasn't a
lot of current famous people like Billie Eilish, Tom Holland and R.D.J.
Helena- “It was an interesting museum. The Justin Bieber part was eh. It
wasn’t that good because Justin was a lot shorter than I thought. But my
favorite was Mr.Pawl (Ed sheeran)”

Izadora- “I had a really fun time at the museum. Since I love the Avengers, I
liked the Avengers section. My least favorite was leaving because I was
having a good time”
Shayla- “ I have been to the museum before and a lot of stuff changed. I
don't have a favorite because the whole museum was my favorite. My least
favorite was how after I got out of the 4D section, I looked like I had taken a
shower.”
All of the 8th grades feel lucky to be able to enjoy such a great trip into
Manhattan . Thank you to St Chalres ,Mr Kiernan, and the 8th grade
teachers for allowing this trip to happen each year.

